Fisher Laboratory Yesterday and Today

Separate but Together
The Beginning
Since our inception, the Fisher Lab acted as an inhouse
subsidiary for Fisher’s primary project engineering needs,
offering rapid analytical turnaround.

Did you know?
Fisher Laboratory was the first service provided by
Fisher Environmental.

Analysis is core to our service and our origins. Read more
about Our Story at fisherenvironmental.com.
Through the laboratory, Fisher could count on the quality
of results for their consulting needs by ensuring high
standards. We could control which substances would be
added for analysis, minimizing the need for external
services with their respective wait times. This was critical to
our business during the PCB craze slowing prospective
projects during the development boom in the 1980-90’s.
Simply put, project managers could get the quality tests
they needed - fast! The model worked and offered our
clients a better service.
The Lab Individuates
Over time our lab analysis expanded with Fisher’s growing
offerings in the environmental business. This drew new and
external clients to our services. We were often informally
asked by external colleagues whether we could perform
tests for their projects. Akin to the Fisher way, we said
YES… and the independent laboratory offering we have
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today, was born. So what does that mean for you?
Today
1.

Independent Clients

We remain inhouse, by location in Markham, but we work
with our own clientele. In other words, we are separate but
together. Engineers across the province, builders, insurance
companies and governing bodies enjoy our personalized
services and quality CALA-certified analytics.
2. Inhouse Projects

Fisher Engineering is currently one of the lab’s key clients.
We therefore collaborate and partner with Fisher’s
environmental and engineering teams.
Inhouse access continues to afford the Fisher
Engineering team fast results. That has not changed!

Projects include transactions during ESA’s when buying
and selling properties, or when insurance-, financial-,
and/or government- needs require attention. Lab fees are
part of the whole solution in such projects and therefore
are automatically quoted with the scope of work.
As a prospective and independent client, know:
We operate independently with our own business model,
separate from Fisher Engineering.
Your projects matter to us and we prioritize them. Even
Fisher Engineering has to wait-in-line when we get
inundated in the construction season.

Read more lab-related articles pertaining to contaminants.
You’ll find us at: fisherenvironmental.com. Sign up so you’ll
never miss out on a Fisher File and call us for a chat!
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